Mammalian Cells. Tohoku J. exp. Med., 1972, 108 (3), 225-237 -Population kinetic analysis was made for growth fraction and median cell cycle time over 9 days after irradiation of a mouse mammary tumor cell population (FM3A) treated with 500 and 700 R of 60Co gamma-rays, where the growth fraction was estimated from labeling indices determined by the staggered addition method with 3H-thymidine and colchicine, and the median cell cycle time from the rate of c-mitosis accumulation by colchicine as well as the growth fraction. The analysis revealed a modest proliferation of the median cell cycle time of proliferating cells in the gamma-irradiated population. Irrespective of the doses of irradiation, the most remarkable reduction in the growth fraction was noted to occur on the third day of irradiation. The data obtained indicate that the diminution of the rate of increase in total cell number is derived primarily from decrement of the growth fraction and not largely attributable to prolonged cell cycle time, and the decline in the growth fraction is due to departure from the cell cycle and/or death of the cell.
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There are numerous circumstantial evidences that the main target of radia tion causing cellular death lies in the nucleic acids, especially DNA. A considerable amount of studies have been reported on detectable changes which occur in DNA immediately after irradiation, e.g. strand scission, and it appears that most of these deteriorating effects are rather transitory and followed by a prompt repair. However, our present knowledge is too scanty to elucidate the immediate cause of death of the cell and the mechanism of molecular events whereby lethal damages caused by irradiation and born by the cell manifest themselves.
If the doses of radiation are not extremely high, radiation-induced sterile cells go through several cell cycles and eventually they die (Elkind et al. 1963 , Sasaki 1969 ). This type of radiation-induced death of the cell is usually called a reproductive death. This investigation was planned to obtain basic data to facilitate the dynamic understanding of the delayed expression of lethal damage brought about by radiation. Reports on kinetic behaviors of irradiated cells are not a few. For example, mitotic delay and suppression of DNA synthesis after irradiation have been investigated in detail (Elkind and Whitmore 1967 The values obtained by this method are considered to be not the mean, but the median of cell cycle time, as is the rule with the labeled mitosis method (Quastler 1963 ). Fig. 4 shows the dose-survival relationship on a criterion of macroscopic colony forming ability. As is evident from the curve, the mean lethal dose (Do) for this cell line was noted to be 150 R and the extrapolation number (n) to be 1.5.
RESULTS

1) Dose-survival relationship
The kinetic analyses were performed thereafter with cell populations irradiated with 500 R (survival fraction: 5.3X 10-2) and with 700 R (survival fraction : 1.5X10-2). Radiosensitivity of this cell line can be expressed as Do=150 R, n=1.5.
2) Growth curves Fig. 5 shows time courses of the total cell number after gamma-irradiation . Three separate sets of experiment were carried out with respective dose , and the averages of relative cell number are shown in Fig. 5 .
In view of the doubling time for non-irradiated cells which was estimated by repeated experiments to be approximately 11 hours, the growth curve of non-irradiated cells is rectilinear.
The result of an experiment conducted to determine the mitotic delay is presented in Fig. 6 . Colchicine was added to the culture at 2 hours after irradia tion and, thereby, reappearance of mitotic figures and pattern of its accumulation were sought. We estimated from the data the duration of mitotic delay to be 5.5
hours in the case of 500 R and to be 8 hours in the case of 700 R. The rates of increase in total cell number were noted to be minimal about three days after irradiation in both cases, the rates increased gradually thereafter to approach the control level.
3) The growth fraction and the dead cell fraction
The growth fractions of the gamma-irradiated populations were determined by the above-mentioned method, and these are summarized in Table 1 , in which the dead cell fractions of the gamma-irradiated populations when the growth fractions were determined are also shown. Figs. 7 and 8 were obtained by plotting the values for the growth fraction and the dead cell fraction against time after gamma-irradiation, respectively. an irradiation of 700 R. Another important feature is that a considerable length of time was required for the growth fraction to return to the control level .
In Fig. 9 , the living cell fraction and the growth fraction in the irradiated cell population are compared. This seems to imply a possible presence of cells which are living but non-proliferating, the quiescent cells, in the cell population that has been exposed to gamma rays. Fig. 10 shows time courses of the quiescent cell fraction after irradiation as calculated from the data presented in Table 1 . As can be seen, an increase of the quiescent cell fraction preceded that of the dead cell fraction (Figs. 8 and 10 ). Thus, it is evident that diminution of the growth fraction that takes place in the irradiated cell population is attributable to appearance of quiescent cells as well as dead cells.
4) Cell cycle time
The median cell cycle time of proliferating cells at various times after irradiation was estimated by the above-mentioned method. Table 2 summarizes   TABLE 2 . The median cell cycle time of gamma-irradiated cells * Regression line of log(1+m/f) against t , where m is the c-mitosis fraction; t is time after addition of colchicine; and f is the growth fraction.
the data thus obtained with respect to the median cell cycle time and its 95 per cent confidence interval, which were determined from the regression coefficient b and its standard error of estimate Se of the regression line. Fig. 11 illustrates time courses of the median cell cycle time and its 95 per cent confidence interval after irradiation.
There is an increase, though not conspicuous, in the median cell cycle time of proliferating cells in the irradiated cell population, as compared with that of proliferating cells in a non-irradiated population. On regression curve analysis, the regression coefficient b for cells irradiated with 700 R was noted to be significantly smaller (a=0.05) at any examined time after irradiation than that for cells in non-irradiated culture. Nevertheless, the differences are not saliently great, as shown in Table 2 . 
DISCUSSION
A maximal reduction in the rate of increase in total cell number was found to occur characteristically after a lapse of considerable time following gammairradiation with doses of 500 or 700 R in FM3A cell population. Similar growth patterns have been observed with cultured cells (Elkind and Whitmore 1967) , ascites tumor cells (Sasaki 1969) , and solid tumor cells (Thomlinson and Craddock 1967) exposed to the ionizing radiation. The phenomena thus appear to be universal.
It is generally believed that suppression of the rate of increase in total cell number is given rise to by one or more of such possible factors as (1) prolongation of the cell cycle time, (2) decrease in the growth fraction, and (3) increase in cell loss. The diminution of cell growth rate observed in FM3A cell population which had been irradiated with 500 or 700 R may be largely due to decrease in the growth fraction and only modestly attributable to prolongation of cell cycle time.
The above finding that gamma-irradiation caused an unconspicuous pro longation of the cell cycle time, is consistent with that by Elkind et al. (1963) and by Sasaki (1969) , and those by time-lapse cinematography (Thompson and Suit 1967, Hurwitz and Tolmach 1969) , It is practicable to determine the median cell cycle time, but impracticable to measure the deviation in this analysis whereby the cell cycle time is estimated from the rate of metaphase accumulation by colchicin.e treatment. The degree of deviation, therefore, should be determined by other method.
The experimental data obtained suggest that the quiescent cells occur in a fairly high incidence in the irradiated cell population. Quiescent cells are known to be present in solid tumors and in highly dense populations of ascites tumor cells, and these cells retain their ability to return to the cell cycle when put in an environment suitable for proliferation (Lala and Patt 1966) . In the present experiments, however, where the culture media were maintained constantly in the best condition, the quiescent cells might be destined to die. The fact that increment of the dead cell fraction was preceded by increase in the quiescent cell fraction seems to provide evidence in support to the above fact. It is an important problem whether the quiescent cells are entirely devoid of the capacity to synthesize DNA or perform a markedly suppressed DNA synthesis. The latter possibility cannot be denied.
Departure from the cell cycle and/or death of cells are a direct cause for deprivation of the so-called macroscopic colony forming ability and can be interpreted as an expression of lethal damage. More precise understandings of the kinetics of departure from cell cycle and of cell death are necessary in order to approach the problem of delayed expression of radiation-induced lethal damage.
